Information Technology Solutions

Show-Me Strong Recovery Plan:
S OC I A L DI STA NCI N G
Missourians shall abide
by the 6ft distancing rule
from other individuals.
This does not apply to
family members or
individuals performing
job duties that require
contact with other people
to perform their work

What to Expect in Phase I for the Service Industry
Businesses that cannot abide by
social distancing
The social distancing requirements
do not apply to individuals performing
job duties that require contact with
other people closer than six feet (6’).
To assist in the protection of
employees and patrons the following
recommendations should be
followed:

duties. Enhanced
precautions should be
taken when work duties
require contact with
people less than 6ft
apart.

V U LN ER AB L E

Barber Shops
Beauty Salons
Nail Salons
Tattoo Parlors
Therapeutic Message
Gyms
Hotel Swimming Pools

P O P U L A TI ON S
People shall not visit
nursing homes, longterm care facilities,
retirement homes, or

Under these conditions, businesses such as barber and cosmetology
shops, hair salons, and tattoo parlors are allowed to operate. Gyms and
hotel swimming pools can also open if they adhere to strict social distancing
and sanitation protocols.

assisted living homes
unless to provide critical
assistance or in end-oflife circumstances.
Elderly or otherwise
vulnerable populations
should take enhanced
precautions to reduce
the risk of exposure and
contracting COVID-19.

How long is this order in effect?
The Order is in place through Sunday, May 31, 2020. The Order will be re-evaluated
before it expires, and may be further restricted, less restricted, or extended in the
current form.
* Businesses and employees should work together to implement public health and safety
measures for employees and customers, using the above direction as a guide, in addition
to any guidance provided by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

[Grab your reader’s attention with a great quote from the document or use this space to emphasize a key point. To
place this text box anywhere on the page, just drag it.]

What if my job requires me to be within six feet (6’) of another
employee and/or customer?
G E N ER A L
G UI D EL IN E S
 Citizens who feel
sick should stay
home.
 Continue to practice
good hygiene.

The social distancing requirements do not apply to individuals performing
job duties that require contact with other people closer than six feet (6’).
To assist in the protection of employees and patrons the following
recommendations should be followed:
All:



 Avoid socializing in
groups that do not
allow for appropriate



physical distancing
(receptions,
tradeshows, etc.)
 When in public,




maximize physical
distancing from
others.
 Minimize travel to
the extent possible.

E N FORC EM E N T
The state is working with
local health authorities to
support the order. Local
health authorities and








law enforcement
maintain the same
jurisdiction and authority
they have always had.



Advertise that clients are appointment only
No one should accompany patrons to their appointments unless
by physical necessity (to assist in mobility or physical
requirements)
All clients must wait in their personal vehicles until the business is
ready for them. This will decrease social gatherings in waiting
areas
If you or anyone you have been in contact with has been ill, please
cancel your appointment and stay home to decrease possible risk
Encourage masks or face coverings during the clients visit, for
both client and employee safety. Mask style should be conducive
for allowing employees to conduct their task. Such as loops on
mask around ears in order for a stylist to be able to have work with
the client’s hair.
Encouraged to bring your own reading material in order to
decrease the task of disinfecting surfaces between guests.
Discourage eating and drinking in the business. To encourage that
masks should always utilized in the facility
Encourage patrons to wash their hands upon entry into facility
Clean and sanitize between every client
Avoid hugs and shaking hands
Businesses are encouraged to implement alternative methods of
payment if able. This decreases cash changing hands and
minimalizes points of contact (Venmo. PayPal, Credit/debit Cards)
Physical barriers may be put in place to assist in separation such
as: acrylic or plexi shields between client and employee, or
surgical style curtain.

Beauticians/ Barbers Shops
 Minimize blow drying to decrease air movement, encourage
patrons to wash hair prior to minimize contact and time

For questions, call 573-736-2217 or email pulaskicovid@gmail.com

